
his feet with a back-drop of a lake behind him. No doubt
a lake that he and Babe had cleared themselves.

The setting sun in the west was casting an orange glow
across his face and it look like a glimmering tear was
forming in his eye. He was happy that we were here.

As we walked across the field toward him in silence, (and
you know how hard that is for Duncan) his presence

grew larger with each step we took. He stood looking to
the west. His corn cob pipe in his mouth and the ever

faithful “Babe” at his side.
The moment was then. We were standing in awe, at the

feet of a legend of no uncertain magnitude. We looked up
and up and saw his…. ba………..beard.

That’s it, moment over, we went to the hotel and had a
few beers and ate cow (not ox in honour of Babe).

But day one of our journey was not over yet.
Always looking for an edge we were roughing it that

night at a Holiday Inn Express. I say roughing it because
there were no waffles at the continental breakfast for

Duncan and Kenny was sleeping on the cot. I was fine I
planned the trip.

But we made a new friend that night. Carol the night
clerk. She and her husband ride Goldwings and tour the
area extensively. She impressed on us that it may pale to
meeting Paul Bunyan but we had to ride the Itasca State

forest and stick our feet in the mud at the head of the
Mississippi River…………….

Stay tuned for day 2 of our ride called the “Quest for
Paul”.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY VICTORY MOTORCYCLES!

2009 marks the 10 year anniversary of Victory Motorcycles. From a
modest beginning with the introduction of its first 92-cubic-inch v-
twin cruiser, Victory (a division of Polaris Industries) now offers 15
models and expects to sell its 50,000th bike this year.

Victory took a huge chance back in 1999 introducing a brand new
motorcycle brand to the North American market where Harley-
Davidson has reined supreme for so many years. But since the
introduction of their first bike Victory has made a great name for
themselves and are producing some beautiful and exceptionally
rideable motorcycles.

There is only one new model from Victory this year
and that is their brand new Kingpin Low. Based upon
their original Kingpin it features cast wheels, fully
valanced classic-style fenders and a 100 cubic inch
(1634cc) engine. It sports a solo seat that is just 25.2
inches tall and is scalloped on the sides for an easier
reach to the pavement. This bike has an exceptionally
clean style and, like all Victory motorcycles, comes
with fuel injection, belt drive and optional cruise
control.

Check out their full line of bikes the next chance
you get!


